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BOOK #1: Older Men Younger Women Romance: Secret Crush with my Dads Best Friend
Rebecca Phillips is a curvy eighteen year old college bound student living with her cheap skate
of a father Brian Phillips. One day as the two are talking about Brianâ€™s forever breaking
down car, Brianâ€™s best friend Kevin Brooks walks up behind them and Rebecca is
overwhelmed by how gorgeous he is. Apparently Kevin feels the same about Rebecca and he
is unable to keep his eyes and hands off of her. One thing leads to another and Brian agrees to
allow Rebecca to work for Kevin until sheâ€™s paid off her car debt to Kevin. The two
connects and a relationship between them begins. This story shows the attraction between a
much younger woman and an older man that erupts into a passionate affair. An innocent crush
leads to a world of lies and deceit to the point where it may possibly break up a long lasting
friendship and ruin the relationship of daughter and father. Kevinâ€™s and Rebeccaâ€™s
secret relationship takes a turn for the worst once they are spotted by Rebeccaâ€™s nosy
neighbor Mrs. Jones. With the newfound knowledge Brian receives from Mrs. Jones, the more
he begins to understand. Can these two keep their relationship under Brianâ€™s radar, or will
their relationship end as quickly as it began? BOOK #2: STEPBROTHER: The Badass
Billionaire Bored with her life, Steph is desperate for some excitement before she goes out of
her mind. Her office job is dull, and her life seems one long wait for something special to
happen. Then one night she meets the ruggedly handsome Jacob who changes everything. A
true gentleman, who also happens to be a billionaire, Jacob shows Steph the finer side of life
and the rougher side too. A bare-knuckle fighter in his spare time, his sheer masculinity and
will to fight makes Steph feel more like a woman than she has ever felt before. With caution
and with intrigue, they find themselves enamored with each other, and when they are apart
Steph and Jacob start to miss each other more than they realized. As they begin to fall deeper
in love, Steph knows that Jacob is the only man for her, but something may well stand in their
way. Unbeknown to Jacob, Stephâ€™s father is dating someone very close to him, and this
someone could unwittingly put an end to the love that he has found. As Steph visits her father
up north, she discovers something so alarming that it could threaten the love that she and
Jacob hold so dear. BOOK #3: ROMANCE: Wanted by Bad Boys Lenas sister was human
and got bitten by a werewolf, because of it, her sister drug her into a world of paranormal
fantasy that she had no idea even existed. The sexuality the wolves put off was hard to resist.
Going out every week and being around the wolves left Lena vulnerable and a target for any
hot male who wanted to go after her, however, two males Scott and Devin claimed her. Best
friends, the two of them make it clear that they are open to sharing her at the same time, if
shed give in and let them seduce her. Fighting her desire for both of them, she isnt
comfortable with two men at once, not realizing that the pull the three of them are feeling at
first is a three-way mate bond that wont be ignored. Both fascinated with her and both
feelings the effects of the mate bond. They are in a competition for her heart. Will Lena give
both of them a shot, or will she run away out of fear from them? Will she give in to her heart
and her sexual desires, or will she keep running away? Getting Your FREE Bonus Download
this book, BONUS: Your FREE Gift chapter at the end. Download your copy of TABOO
BOX SET by scrolling up and clicking Buy Now With 1-Click button. WARNING: This
ebook contains mature themes and language. Intended for 18+ readers only.
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